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Provides comprehensive, in-depth coverage of all issues related to knowledge management, including conceptual, methodological, technical, and managerial issues. Presents the opportunities, future challenges, and emerging trends related to this subject.
This book presents an international snapshot of communication inhealthcare settings and examines how policies, procedures andtechnological developments influence day to day practice. Brings together a series of papers describing features ofhealthcare interaction in
settings in Australasia, the U.S.A,continental Europe and the UK Contains original research data from previously under-studiedsettings including professions allied to medicine,telephone-mediated interactions and secondary care Contributors draw on the established
conversation analyticliterature on healthcare interaction and broaden its scope byapplying it to professionals other than doctors in primarycare Examines how issues relating to policy, procedure or technologyare negotiated and managed throughout daily healthcarepractice
Investigates the nature and history of dynamic processes essential to understanding the need for flexibility and adaptability as well as the requirements to improve solutions.
Managing Web ProjectsCRC Press
Project Execution of Mega-Projects for the Oil and Gas Industries
Hazard Analysis and Risk Based Preventive Controls
Writing Word Macros
Microsoft Office 2013: Post Advanced
Proceedings 2003 Symposium on Document Image Understanding Technology
Building a (Better) Food Safety Plan
Teaming for Efficiency: Commercial buildings : technologies, design, performance analysis, and building industry trends
Introduce your students to the latest that Microsoft Office has to offer with the new generation of Shelly Cashman Series books! For the past three decades, the Shelly Cashman Series has effectively introduced computer skills to millions of students. With Microsoft Office 2013, we're continuing our history of innovation by
enhancing our proven pedagogy to reflect the learning styles of today's students. In MICROSOFT OFFICE 2013: POST ADVANCED you'll find features that are specifically designed to engage students, improve retention, and prepare them for future success. Our trademark step-by-step, screen-by-screen approach now
encourages students to expand their understanding of Microsoft Office 2013 software through experimentation, critical thought, and personalization. With these enhancements and more, the Shelly Cashman Series continues to deliver the most effective educational materials for you and your students. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The development of IT Governance, which recognizes the convergence between business and IT management, makes it essential for managers at all levels and in organizations of all sizes to understand how best to deal with information security risks. International IT Governance explores new legislation, including the launch of
ISO/IEC 27001, which makes a single, global standard of information security best practice available.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 5th International Workshop on Document Analysis Systems, DAS 2002, held in Princeton, NJ, USA in August 2002 with sponsorship from IAPR.The 44 revised full papers presented together with 14 short papers were carefuly reviwed and selected for inclusion in the book. All
current issues in document analysis systems are adressed. The papers are organized in topical sections on OCR features and systems, handwriting recognition, layout analysis, classifiers and learning, tables and forms, text extraction, indexing and retrieval, document engineering, and new applications.
Learn how to tap the full potential of Access 2007 Transfer Access data seamlessly between Microsoft Office applications—and that's just for starters. In this all-new, comprehensive guide by well-known Access expert Helen Feddema, you’ll learn to write Visual Basic code that automates Access database tasks, creates standalone
scripts, extracts and merges data, and allows you to put together powerful solutions. Whether you’re a beginner or a power user, this is the book you need to succeed with Access 2007.
1994 Revised ISO 9001 Standard
A Comprehensive Guide to Designing a Process-Based Document Control System
Innovation from Concept to Market
Access 2007 VBA Bible
Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
Successful Business Process Management
The CEO's Guide to Marketing

This is the most practical marketing book you will ever read. It outlines a six-step process that will bring clarity to marketing like youʼve never experienced before. Itʼs literally a step-by-step guide to more leads, higher sales and a stronger brand. The first step
is simply being a competent marketer. As the CEO of your organization, this should worry you: Your marketing team knows a lot less about marketing than they let on. And you can prove it in an instant. Ask them to explain the difference between the
marketing mix and the promotional mix. Itʼs a basic question but surprisingly most marketers donʼt know the answer. Imagine asking your accounting staff the difference between a balance sheet and an income statement and finding out you stumped them.
Now consider this: You can maybe ring another 20% in sales out of your current customers, but thatʼs offset by the hole in your customer bucket. Real growth comes from new business development and youʼve entrusted a good share of that to a marketing
team that can't define a basic marketing term. Not good. I suggest you buy a copy of this book for yourself first. Iʼll show you the six steps of Strategically Aimed Marketing or the SAM 6® process for short. It will get you up to speed quickly. Then buy copies
for your staff and have them integrate the process into your organization. If you are a marketing manager, writer, graphic designer or anyone else who has a hand in marketing, you should buy this book and beat your CEO to the punch. Iʼm not kidding when I
say The CEOʼs Guide to Marketing will make you the smartest marketer in the room. You are going to wish you had this book years ago. Lonny Kocina
In order to gain accreditation, every laboratory must have a superior quality assurance program. The keys to a successful program are the operational and technical manuals and associated documents which define the program and its various components.
Written by experts with global experience in setting up laboratories, Implementing Quality in Laboratory Policies and Processes: Using Templates, Project Management, and Six Sigma provides templates for the various policies, procedures, and forms that
should be contained in the quality assurance, operational, and technical manuals of a laboratory seeking accreditation. Templates for the entire project life cycle The book begins with a general introduction and overview of quality assurance and then moves
on to cover implementation strategies. It contains best practices and templates for the project management of the design and implementation of the laboratory operational and technical manuals required to establish a quality assurance program. The
templates span the entire project life cycle, from initiation, to planning, to execution, to monitoring, and finally, to closure. The book also examines how Six Sigma concepts can be used to optimize laboratories, and contains templates that cover administrative
issues, quality assurance, sample control, and health and safety issues. In addition, there is a section of criteria files that relate the individual document templates to specific accreditation criterion. Addresses the standards of ISO 17025 The results of any
laboratory examination have the potential to be presented in court and can ultimately affect the life and liberty of the parties involved. Therefore, a stringent quality assurance program, including well-documented policies and a procedure manual, is essential.
Ensuring that laboratories meet the standards of ISO 17025, this volume is a critical component of any laboratoryʼs accreditation process.
Enlarged, revised, and completely updated to include the new 1994 Revised ISO Standard, this innovative book/disk set is a practical toolkit designed to evoke discussion at planning meetings, to be annotated and written in, and to be employed in the writing
of procedures. Disk contains documentation templates in Microsoft Word for the PC and Mac and in WordPerfect for DOS.
Data integrity is a global mandatory requirement for the regulated healthcare industry. It is more than a mere expectation it s a basic element of good documentation practices, one of the most fundamental pillars of a quality management system.
Robustness and accuracy of the data submitted by manufacturers to regulatory authorities when bringing a medical product to market are crucial. The purpose of this book is to consolidate existing data integrity principles and expectations from several
regulatory sources including the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, World Health Organization, and European Medicines Agency into a single and handy document that provides detailed, illustrative implementation guidance. It serves as a means of
understanding regulatory agencies position on good data management and the minimum expectation for how medical product manufacturers can achieve compliance.
Word 2000 in a Nutshell
Value Shop Creation
Shelly Cashman Series Microsoft Office 365 & Office 2016: Advanced
The Book Every Marketer Should Read Before Their Boss Does
Policy, Participation and New Technologies
Oracle 11i - The Complete Reference
The Missing Manual
Projects are an important strategic management tool and a way of life in every business. But how do you get started and ensure you realize the benefits you need? Now in its 5th edition, the Project Workout is the definitive
book on business-led project management. It is a valuable companion for every executive and project manager as well as a comprehensive resource for students of project management. Projects are a way of life in every
business and an important strategic management tool. But how do you ensure a project realizes the benefits you need? The Project Workout provides practical advice and techniques to direct and manage a project. Aimed at
both project sponsors and project managers, it works through the life cycle of a project from initial idea to successful result. The practical approach is enhanced throughout with a series of "Workouts": exercises, techniques
and checklists to help you put the book’s advice into practice. The Workouts are supported by an on-line resource of tools, including MS project views, project logs and templates. This expanded edition contains a wealth of
new information, including how to work with standards and methods, such as ISO 21500, BS6079 and PRINCE2 and PMBoK. The companion to this book, The Programme and Portfolio Workout, deals with directing and
managing whole portfolios of projects, making sure everyone in your organization is working towards the same goals; together these books give you what you need to ensure all your projects succeed.
The ERP Implementation cycle is characterized by complexity, uncertainty and a long timescale. It is about people and issues that affect the business it is a multi-disciplinary effort.This book will provide you with the
practical information you will need in relation to the many issues and events within the implementation cycle. After reading this book you will be fully equipped and alerted to what is involved in an ERP implementation.ERP
(Enterprise Resource Planning) can be described as an integrated enterprise-wide information system. As well as handling many of the transactions found within a business it has the potential for meeting many of the
information requirements of busy personnel. If used in the right hands, it may provide the business with a competitive edge.Much can go wrong during the implementation since there are many issues to deal with. From the
content of this book you will gain an understanding of what can go wrong you will be prepared in advance, and will be equipped to take preventative steps to smooth the progress of implementation.This book:Covers the
multidisciplinary subject of ERP implementationLooks at a range of relevant topics including ERP market-place development, vendor selection, project management, process design and post GoLive improvementsReveals a
range of issues which an implementer should be alert to right at the outset before the go-ahead is given to proceed with an implementationFeatures material on vendor selection, project management, training, business
process re-engineering (BPR) and continuous improvement
Hazard Analysis and Risk Based Preventive Controls: Building a (Better) Food Safety Plan is directed to those food safety professionals charged with ensuring or assisting with FSMA’s preventative controls (PC)
implementation and compliance in their routine job duties. The target audience includes those currently involved in the development, management, and execution of HACCP and/or other advanced food safety management
systems, as well as those interested in advancing their knowledge base to gain a more thorough comprehension of HARPC requirements. FSMA topics covered include: identifying the food safety team and PCQI; creating the
HARPC implementation strategy; starting the food safety plan; conducting a thorough hazard analysis; identifying adequate preventive control measures; determining appropriate PC management components; recognizing
applicable verification and validation activities; supply chain management program; recall plans. Other operational topics include: document control systems; internal audit programs; third party audit management;
regulatory visit preparation; and maintaining compliance. Provides a step-by-step guide to achieving FSMA compliance for food safety professionals who develop and manage food safety management systems Written by
industry experts with direct experience in the formulation of the HARPC regulations Presents insights into the underlying approach of FSMA’s preventative controls Transitions readers from HACCP to HARPC using GAP
assessment to adapt existing food safety programs to the FSMA preventative controls requirements
This book explains the requirements for compliance with FDA regulations and ISO standards (9001/13485) for documented information controls, and presents a methodology for compliance. The document control system
(DCS), or documented information control system (DICS), is the foundation of a quality management system. It is the first quality system element that must be implemented because the establishment and control of
documented processes and information in a quality-controlled environment is dependent on the ability to proactively manage access to documents and the movement of documents through the document life cycle. A welldeveloped document control system benefits business by: Improving knowledge retention and knowledge transfer within and across business units Improving access to knowledge-based information Improving employee
performance by providing standardized processes and communicating clear expectations Improving customer communication and satisfaction by providing documented information from which common understanding can be
achieved Providing traceability of activities and documentation throughout the organization Improving organization of and access to documents and data Sample documents are included in the appendixes of this book to help
clarify explanations, and a full set of formatted procedures and document templates are available for download to get you off to an even faster start. This book provides a process-based approach that can be used for
controlling all forms of documented information that are required to be managed under the quality management system.
An Executive Guide to ISO 17799/ISO 27001
Enterprise Information Systems: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools and Applications
Using Templates, Project Management, and Six Sigma
Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Office Word 2003 in 24 Hours
Implementing Quality in Laboratory Policies and Processes
A Guide for Small Publicly Held Companies
Document Analysis Systems V
Too few standard procedures within an organization and inefficiency will inevitably ensue. But too many, and creativity is stifled. This catch-22 is enough to make heads spin! How does one settle on the perfect mix that will streamline activities and create smooth workflows?Successful Business Process
Management has done all the homework for you and provides a succinct, accessible overview on the training and tools available for process improvement that fills that gap of being not too rigid nor too blasé. Step-by-step instructions explain how to:• Overcome resistance and apathy to standard
procedures • Take a systematic rather than ad hoc approach to process management • Design key processes and capture them in documented procedures • Revise existing processes when feasible • Roll out the changes so people know what to do • Embed them in the organization for reliable
outcomesWith the increasingly complex organizations of the twenty-first century, it is vital that companies have standard, documented processes and procedures in order to achieve high levels of quality and productivity--yet they can’t afford to dampen the innovativeness that got them on the map in the
first place. In Successful Business Process Management learn how to get it just right.
Portals present unique strategic challenges in the academic environment. Their conceptualization and design requires the input of campus constituents who seldom interact and whose interests are often opposite. The implementation of a portal requires a coordination of applications and databases
controlled by different campus units at a level that may never before have been attempted at the institution. Building a portal is as much about constructing intra-campus bridges as it is about user interfaces and content. Designing Portals: Opportunities and Challenges discusses the current status of
portals in higher education by providing insight into the role portals play in an institution's business and educational strategy, by taking the reader through the processes of conceptualization, design, and implementation of the portals (in different stages of development) at major universities and by offering
insight from three producers of portal software systems in use at institutions of higher learning and elsewhere.
Discover how to utilize the most advanced features within the latest version of Microsoft Office with Shelly Cashman Series MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & OFFICE 2016: ADVANCED. This new edition is part of the acclaimed Shelly Cashman Series that has effectively introduced computer skills to
millions. Shelly Cashman Series MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & OFFICE 2016: ADVANCED continues the Series’ strong history of innovation with an enhanced learning approach designed to address the varied learning styles of today’s readers. A trademark step-by-step, screen-by-screen approach helps
readers expand their understanding of higher-level Microsoft Office 2016 skills through experimentation, critical thought, and personalization. This new edition promises to capture and hold readers’ attention, improve retention, and prepare readers for success in working with the most advanced aspects
of Microsoft Office 2016. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Illustrates how to take advantage of using VBA in Word, with a no-nonsense introduction to Word Macros and VBA programming for power users and aspiring beginners.
How to Establish a Document Control System for Compliance with ISO 9001:2015, ISO 13485:2016, and FDA Requirements
Communication in Healthcare Settings
Techniques for Adaptability in Turbulent Environments
Knowledge Management Systems in Law Enforcement: Technologies and Techniques
The Project Workout
The Ultimate Guide to Directing and Managing Business-Led Projects

This book presents research and trends in using knowledge management to aid police activities. Ideas are presented to bring knowledge to bear in law enforcement, and prepare police officers for a more knowledge-intensive field.
A guide to Microsoft Word covers such topics as formatting, using columns, adding images, and integration with other software.
Data integrity is the hottest topic in the pharmaceutical industry. Global regulatory agencies have issued guidance, after guidance after guidance in the past few years, most of which does not offer practical advice on how to implement policies, procedures and processes to ensure
integrity. These guidances state what but not how. Additionally, key stages of analysis that impact data integrity are omitted entirely. The aim of this book is to provide practical and detailed help on how to implement data integrity and data governance for regulated analytical
laboratories working in or for the pharmaceutical industry. It provides clarification of the regulatory issues and trends, and gives practical methods for meeting regulatory requirements and guidance. Using a data integrity model as a basis, the principles of data integrity and
data governance are expanded into practical steps for regulated laboratories to implement. The author uses case study examples to illustrate his points and provides instructions for applying the principles of data integrity and data governance to individual laboratory needs. This
book is a useful reference for analytical chemists and scientists, management and senior management working in regulated laboratories requiring either an understanding about data integrity or help in implementing practical solutions. Consultants will also benefit from the
practical guidance provided.
This three-volume collection, titled Enterprise Information Systems: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools and Applications, provides a complete assessment of the latest developments in enterprise information systems research, including development, design, and emerging
methodologies. Experts in the field cover all aspects of enterprise resource planning (ERP), e-commerce, and organizational, social and technological implications of enterprise information systems.
Internal Controls
A Primer for Medical Product Manufacturers
Knowledge Management Systems: Value Shop Creation
Digital Forensics Processing and Procedures
Mastering Word Made Easy
Strategies for Exploiting Enterprise Knowledge
Data Integrity and Data Governance
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bull; Offers practical, business-focused coverage of Word's key enhancements, including real-time collaboration and XML support. bull; Superior coverage of features that have always been essential to Word users such as Charts, DTP Software, Field Codes, and
Privacy and Security. bull; CD package is a super value, including WOPR and one hour of video training!
Updated to incorporate the latest features, tools, and functions of the new version of the popular word processing software, a detailed manual explains all the basics, as well as how to create sophisticated page layouts, insert forms and tables, use graphics, and create
book-length documents with outlines and Master Documents. Original. (All Users)
This book focuses on innovative ways to create customized Word documents and templates. It contains an in-depth introduction to VBA (Visual Basic for Applications), which is the embedded programming language in the Microsoft Office 2007. VBA provides a
complete integrated development environment (IDE) that allows for document automation, the process of using an automated template for creating documents. The book also includes coverage of the new features of Word 2007 including Content Controls,
programming the Ribbon, and more.
This book covers execution of mega industrial projects especially in oil and gas industries covering engineering, procurement, construction, commissioning and performance testing. It enumerates various tasks and deliverables under each discipline and subdisciplines to define the detailed scope of work, supplies and services, as per level III of Prima Vera Schedule developed from the contract-based schedule. It gives an overall idea of how a project rolls out from commencement date to initial acceptance and executed
practically with total contractor’s scope of work broken down into tasks/activities at level III platform, while highlighting that support for fool proof project execution.
A Cost Effective Guide to Establishing a Quality System—Contains Manuals and Template Procedures
International IT Governance
Integrative Document & Content Management
Medical Device Design
Handbook of Research on Complex Dynamic Process Management: Techniques for Adaptability in Turbulent Environments
Document Control
For Data-Centric Microsoft Office Applications
Collects solutions for expertly navigating the word processing program.
How to Use This Book The primary purpose of this book is to assist small companies, involved in both hardware and software, to devise and evolve their own quality systems. There are a number of national and now international standards which outline
the activities for which procedures and records need to be specified. They are described and compared in Chapter 2, and the subsequent guidance in the book is intended to assist in meeting them. Although, at first sight, the operations of a hardware
equipment developer may seem very different from those of a software house, the basic requirements of a quality system, such as the BS 5750 and ISO 1987 series of documents, are the same. For this reason the same standard can be called for in both
areas and it will be seen, in Part 2, that suitable procedures can be derived to meet both types of operation. Quality standards (BS 5750, AQAP, ISO 9000 series) distinguish between companies carrying out, on the one hand, both design and manufacturing
fixed functions and, on the other hand, those who only manufacture to specifications. In practice, the lesser requirements (those applying to manufacture to fixed specifications) are common to both levels of standard and the additional controls pertaining
to design are added to obtain the higher standard. Chapter 2 explains the differences in detail.
Medical Device Design: Innovation from Concept to Market, Second Edition provides the bridge between engineering design and medical device development. There is no single text that addresses the plethora of design issues a medical devices designer
meets when developing new products or improving older ones; this book fills that need. It addresses medical devices' regulatory (FDA and EU) requirements, shows the essential methodologies medical designers must understand to ensure their products
meet requirements, and brings together proven design protocols, thus enabling engineers and medical device manufacturers to rapidly bring new products to the marketplace. This book is unique because it takes the reader through the process of
medical device development, from very early stages of conceptualization, to commercialization on the global market. This rare resource can be used by both professionals and newcomers to device design. Provides a reference to standards and
regulations that have been updated, including ISO 13485:2016, FDA regulations and the European Medical Device Regulation Includes new case studies in the areas of classifying medical devices, the design process, quality, labeling, instructions for use,
and more Presents additional content around software and biocompatibility concerns
Getting Web projects done right and delivered on time is all about efficiency. Putting the information you need and tools you can rely on at your ready disposal—Managing Web Projects—is a complete guide for project managers in the Internetworking
industry. Whether you are a Web developer or an Internet Service Provider, whether your project is a quick fix, a complete overhaul, or a new start-up, this resource provides you with an organized path. It will walk you through a typical project life cycle,
while providing you with all the tools and definitions needed to take charge and instill confidence in your staff and your customers. Invaluable for those seeking ISO 9001 certification, the text includes a number of detailed Work Instructions that can be
used to develop a formal quality management system specific to a project management organization. They can also be leveraged in a TQM (Total Quality Management) or a Six Sigma environment. The book includes: Management guidelines for web
hosting, data center migrations, site security, content development, application and Web site loading and testing, VPNs, VoIP, business continuity, and disaster recovery An Internet project management glossary, a technical Internetworking glossary, and a
project management acronym table A tools suite with a proven record of success for project initiation, planning, execution, control, and close out This complete resource provides the resources needed—including dozens of time-tested templates,
schedules, checklists, and flow charts—to become fully versed in and aligned with the nine knowledge areas and five major processes codified by the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK®).
Concepts, Methodologies, Tools and Applications
The ISO 9000 Documentation Toolkit
What You Need to Know to Get Results
ERP: The Implementation Cycle
Knowledge Management
Technologies and Techniques
Data Integrity and Compliance
A step-by-step approach for planning and performing an assessment of internal controls Filled with specific guidance for small-business compliance to SEC and PCAOB requirements relating to Sarbanes-Oxley 404, Complying with Sarbanes-Oxley Section 404: A Guide for Small Publicly Held Companies
provides you with specific guidance on working with auditors to achieve benefits and cost reductions. This practical guide helps you knowledgeably interpret and conform to Sarbanes-Oxley 404 compliance and features: Clear, jargon-free coverage of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and how it affects you Links to
current guidance online Specific guidance to companies on how to work with auditors to achieve benefits and cost reductions Coverage of IT and IT general controls Examples and action plans providing blueprints for implementing requirements of the act Easy-to-understand coverage of the requirements of
the SEC and PCAOB Discussion of the requirements for assessing internal control effectiveness A look at how the new guidance will reduce your costs In-depth explanations to help professionals understand how best to approach the internal control engagement Practice aids, including forms, checklists,
illustrations, diagrams, and tables Continuing to evolve and bring about business and cultural change, this area of auditing and corporate governance is demystified in Complying with Sarbanes-Oxley Section 404: A Guide for Small Publicly Held Companies, your must-have, must-own guide to SOX 404
implementation and an effective tool and reference guide for every corporate manager.
"In the new age of philanthropy, donors expect charities to be models of accountability and transparency...Internal controls: Guidance for Private, Government, and Nonprofit Entities is a must read for CEOs and CFOs who want to gain a clear understanding of cost-effective ways to implement the controls
necessary to protect their organizations." - Elizabeth Myatt, Chief Executive Officer, World Lung Foundation "If you were looking for the silver bullet to understand and audit internal controls, you just found it. This book will prove invaluable in planning the audit internal controls, you just found it. This book will
prove invaluable in planning the audit because it specifically covers COSO and the new AICPA risk assessment auditing standards. " - George I. Victor, CPA, Partner in Charge of Quality Control, Holtz Rubenstein Reminick LLP "Author Lyn Graham gives practical, easy-to-understand guidance for
documenting internal controls. I recommend this book for both my clients and our staff. It is very useful for auditors and clients alike." - David E. Adams, CPA, Partner, Geffen Mesher & Company "This book is an essential guide...and provides very practical advice about what to do(and what not to do) in
making an investment in internal controls. The author's expensive experience as an audit firm partner and standard-setter are evident in the details provided. I also recommend this book to teaches of auditing and systems, as it provides a useful background to...how internal controls really should work in
today's business environment." - Jean C. Bedard, CPA, PhD, Timothy B. Harbert Professor of Accountancy, Bentley College
This is the first digital forensics book that covers the complete lifecycle of digital evidence and the chain of custody. This comprehensive handbook includes international procedures, best practices, compliance, and a companion web site with downloadable forms. Written by world-renowned digital forensics
experts, this book is a must for any digital forensics lab. It provides anyone who handles digital evidence with a guide to proper procedure throughout the chain of custody--from incident response through analysis in the lab. A step-by-step guide to designing, building and using a digital forensics lab A
comprehensive guide for all roles in a digital forensics laboratory Based on international standards and certifications
This book combines knowledge management with other subject areas within the management information systems field using contingent approaches to linking knowledge management to other IT management topics and its uses.
Guidance for Private, Government, and Nonprofit Entities
Practical Implementation in Regulated Laboratories
Quality Procedures for Hardware and Software
Versions 2007 Through 97
Special Edition Using Microsoft Office Word 2003
Meeting the Requirements of ISO 17020, ISO 17025, ISO 27001 and Best Practice Requirements
Complying with Sarbanes-Oxley Section 404
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